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In this talk, I’ll discuss the following two topics
Vector boson plus multi-jet production at NLO+PS accuracy,
using FxFx merging
[RF, Frixione, Papaefstathiou, Prestel, Torrielli, JHEP 1602 (2016) 131]

Combining NNLO+PS with higher multiplicities at NLO
(without a merging scale)
[RF, Hamilton, JHEP 1605 (2016) 042]

The topic of this talk is rather large: “Monte Carlo Development
and Data Comparison”. There have been numerous results
presented in the literature.
In this talk, I’ll focus on my own work exclusively
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V+jets with FxFx

Multi-jet production in
association with an EW boson
Combine various multiplicity final states at NLO accuracy using the FxFx
merging method
To remove double counting between matrix elements and the shower:
Matrix elements are augmented with Sudakov form factors, à la MiNLO
[Hamilton, Nason, Zanderighi]

On top of that there is an MLM-type rejection at the shower stage
Similar methods on the market: MEPS@NLO [Hoeche et al], UNLOPS
[Lonnblad, Prestel]

Use and validate the FxFx merging method with matching to Herwig++ and
Pythia8
Merging for W and Z plus up to 2 jets at NLO for LHC 7 TeV
Rikkert Frederix
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Z +jets
W+jets

µQ = 15 GeV

µQ = 25 GeV

µQ = 45 GeV

inclusive

2.055( 0.9%)

2.074

2.085(+0.5%)

2.012( 3.0%)

HW++

2.168(+0.8%)

2.150

2.117( 1.5%)

2.011( 6.5%)

PY8

20.60( 0.9%)

20.78

20.87(+0.4%)

19.96( 3.9%)

HW++

21.71(+1.0%)

21.50

21.18( 1.5%)

19.97( 7.1%)

PY8

Table 2: Total rates (in nb) for the three di↵erent choices of the FxFx merging scale, as
well as those for the inclusive (i.e. non-merged) samples, obtained with Herwig++ (upper
FxFx Merged results close to the NLO inclusive cross sections
rows) and Pythia8 (lower rows). Relative di↵erences w.r.t. the FxFx results obtained with
the centralOrder
merging
are also on
reported
in brackets.
1%scale
dependence
the merging
scale for total rates

slightly smaller for HW++ than for PY8
fixed-order computations – indeed, the Pythia8 and Herwig++ results in the last column
largerwhich
cross is
section
for PY8 than
for HW++
agree to aSlightly
0.05% level,
the statistical
inaccuracy
one expects from a 5M-event
sample. There are two features in table 2 which are particularly worth remarking. Firstly,
the merged results obtained with di↵erent merging scales are very close to each other.
tothe
datafact
(next
no normalisation
factors
applied:
This givesFor
onecomparisons
confidence on
thatslides)
merging-scale
systematics
is under
control, in
thelarge
normalisation
of the
is as Secondly,
they comethe
outmerged
of the code
spite of the
range chosen
forpredictions
µQ variations.
rates are a few
percent larger than the fully-inclusive one, with the exact amount depending on the MC
adopted for showering. This is a manifestation of the non-unitary behaviour of FxFx, and
6
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the MC-dependent
amount of “unitarity violation” should be seen as an actual prediction

Z+jets
Exclusive jet
multiplicity and hardest
and 3rd hardest jet pT
spectra
Uncertainty band
contains ren. & fac.
scale, PDF & merging
scale dependence
Rather good agreement
between data and
theory
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Figure 1: Exclusive jet multiplicity. Data from ref. [28], compared to Herwig++ (left
panel) 1:andExclusive
Pythia8jet
(right
panel) predictions.
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Figure 1: Exclusive jet multiplicity. Data from ref. [28], compared to Herwig++ (left
panel) and Pythia8 (right panel) predictions. The FxFx uncertainty envelope (“Var”)
and the fully-inclusive central result (“inc”) are shown as green bands and red histograms
respectively. See the end of sect. 2 for more details on the layout of the plots.

Figure 2: As in fig. 1, for the transverse momentum of the 1st jet.
Figure 2: As in fig. 1, for the transverse momentum of the 1st jet.

Figure 2: As in fig. 1, for the transverse momentum of the 1st jet.

Figure 3: As in fig. 1, for the transverse momentum of the
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Figure

for a detailed discussion on this point, see refs.
level of agreement identical to that of figs. 13 an
rapidities (of the Z and the jet) measured in re

14: As in fig. 13, for the di↵erence of the rapidities of the Z and the

1st

jet.
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W+jets
Agreement between FxFx merged results, matched to Herwig++
and Pythia8, and Atlas and CMS data is rather good
Where data and theory differ, also differences between the results
matched to HW++ and PY8 differ

Rikkert Frederix
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W+jets
Agreement between FxFx merged results, matched to Herwig++
and Pythia8, and Atlas and CMS data is rather good
Where data and theory differ, also differences between the results
matched to HW++ and PY8 differ

Figure 26: As in fig. 19, for the azimuthal distance between the two hardest jets.
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W+jets
Agreement between FxFx merged results, matched to Herwig++
and Pythia8, and Atlas and CMS data is rather good
Where data and theory differ, also differences between the results
matched to HW++ and PY8 differ

Figure
26:29:
As As
in fig.
19, for
distance
between
hardest
jets.
Figure
in fig.
19, the
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the invariant
mass
of the the
twotwo
hardest
jets.
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Extending Minlo’

Minlo’
Minlo for a B+m-jet process leads to spurious terms in B+(m-1)-jet
distributions hampering NLO accuracy of the latter
[Hamilton, Nason, Zanderighi (2012)]

Original Minlo’ idea is to remove these terms by explicit calculation
[Hamilton, Nason, Oleari, Zanderighi (2013)]

New idea: numerically derive these terms by enforcement of unitarity
in the complete B+(m-1)-jet phase-space
[RF, Hamilton (2015)]

Independent from the process and multiplicity
Can combine various multiplicities (just like FxFx, MEPS@NLO and
UNLOPS) without the introduction of an artificial merging scale
Can include NNLO corrections to lowest multiplicity
Rikkert Frederix
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Proof-of-concept
Apply the method to Higgs production by gluon fusion in the infinite
top quark limit (which is not a good approximation at high scales, but not a
problem for a proof of concept)

Start from H+J Minlo’, corrected to include NNLO for H. Already
available in the POWHEG BOX [Hamilton, Nason, Re, Zanderighi (2013)]
Apply the extended Minlo’ method to HJJ at NLO to get
NLO+PS predictions for inclusive HJJ observables
NLO+PS predictions for inclusive HJ observables
NNLO+PS predictions for inclusive H observables
Study renormalisation/factorisation scale dependence and dependence
on freezing parameter ρ (which we vary ρ={1, 3, 9, 18, 27})
Rikkert Frederix
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Remarkably, on the other hand, we note that for the lowest bin in the Njets = 1 pT plot, it is
in fact natural and correct that the Hjj? distribution is found to be in complete agreement with

Higgs boson pT in events with
exactly 2 jets

Hjj-Minlo, for in that region the recoil of the leading jet can no longer be balanced by the Higgs

d /dpHT [pb/GeV]
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At small pT, all scales are of the same order. The Minlo method does not do
much: HJJ⭑ agrees with HJJ
At large pT, HJJ⭑ agrees with NNLOPS dominated by events with one hard
jet (pT(j1) ~ pT(H)) and one soft jet: a 30 GeV jet comes basically for free
The pT(H) spectrum with Njets=2 becomes essentially Njets≥1 pT(H)
distribution
Rikkert Frederix
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Conclusions

Great improvements in accuracy in Event Generation
Matched & merged NLO+PS readily available
“Era of NLO”
Agreement with data for W/Z+jets production rather good
First results including NNLO corrections are becoming
available as well
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